13th march 2017

Airport Privatization and Investment
Airport privatization in challenging times – transactions,
investment, pipeline and changing business trends
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Private interests and Government objectives can be aligned
Government
Objectives

Private Sector
Goals

Alleviation/ removal of the
Government’s role

Attractive risk weighted
returns

Injection of private capital in
public services

Government guarantees
mitigate certain risks

Increased budgetary
certainty

Long-terms investment
opportunities

Introducing private sector
efficiencies

Upside for operational
outperformance

Maintaining oversight to
ensure quality

To operate under a clear
regulatory framework

Source: WB, IFC
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Privatization
Concession
PPPs

Private involvement can take different forms and
degrees of involvement

Source: WB, IFC
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There are four large types of private investment vehicles
in the airport industry with increasing risk levels

Increasing risk level for
private investor

Type of involvement of private sector in airport transactions
Type of
involvement

Description

Risk profile

Duration

Management
contract

Private investor runs airport
infrastructure or part of it. For
example: terminal or retail
area. No ownership of
infrastructure

Private operator brings
operational and
management knowledge.
Can be incentivized for
good performance

short to medium term
(4 to 10 years)

BOT/ concession
contract

Private investor(s) is awarded
concession to operate and
manage infrastructure. A
number of alternatives are
possible: DBFOT, BOO, BTO,

Private investor has
mandatory investment
level in infrastructure
under BOT (Build Operate
Transfer) scheme. Airport
reverts to government at
end of concession

long period, usually 20
to 40 years (necessary
to make return on
investment in
infrastructure)

Trade sale

Significant share (minority or
majority) of airport company
sold directly to private
investors

Private investors usually
bring operational and
managerial experience
and access to capital

n.a.

Shares sold on stock exchange

Risk transferred to new
shareholders depending
on share of equity placed

n.a.

Share flotation/
IPO
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… which have been applied widely across the world
Listing (non-exhaustive) of private involvement in airport infrastructure
Type of
involvement

Airport

Investor

Management
contract

Dakar, Senegal
Cairo, Egypt
Brazzaville, Pointe-Noire, Congo
Marsa Alam, Egypt
Jeddah+Ryad, KSA
Damman, KSA

Fraport
Fraport
Egis
AdP Management
Fraport
Changi

BOT/ concession
contract

Enfidha+Monastir, Tunisia
Lima, Peru
Nantes, France
Larnaca+Paphos, Cyprus
Athens, Greece
Delhi, India
Budapest, Hungary

TAV
Fraport, Bechtel
Vinci
Bouygues
Hochtief
GMR, Fraport
Hochtief

ACSA, South Africa
BAA, UK (ii)
London City, UK
Gatwick, UK
Sydney, Australia
Düsseldorf, Hamburg, Germany
Hannover, Germany
Brussels, Belgium

AdR (Roma airports)
Ferrovial, others
GIP
GIP
Macquarie, Hochtief
Hochtief

BAA, UK (i)
AdP, France
Frankfurt, Germany

IPO majority
IPO minority
IPO minority

Trade sale

Share flotation/
IPO
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Fraport
Macquarie

Deal details
25-year contract, operation of new airport
8+2 year contract
25-year contract, new airport to be built
n.a.
5-year contract
5-year contract
40-year concession, started 2006
30-year, started 2001
40-year, started 2011
30-year, started 2008
30-year, started 2001
30+30 year extension, 2006
75%-1 share, 75-year concession
Acquisition 20%-stake 1998 (already sold 2005)
majority of equity, delisting, 2006
100% stake
100% stake, 25% later sold to investor
100% stake
49% stake at each airport
30% stake
70% stake
Listed in the London stock exchange, 1987
Listed in the Paris stock exchange, 2006
Listed in the Frankfurt stock exchange, 1990

… still private investors prefer taking less risk in riskier
regions (or so perceived) favoring management
contracts with guaranteed returns
Example of Africa’s airport transactions
Type of
involvement

Airport

Investor

Management
contract

Dakar, Senegal
Cairo, Egypt
Brazzaville, Pointe-Noire, Congo
Marsa Alam, Egypt

Fraport
Fraport
Egis
AdP Management

Enfidha+Monastir, Tunisia

TAV

ACSA, South Africa

AdR (Roma airports)

BOT/ concession
type
Trade sale
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Deal details
25-year contract, operation of new airport
8+2 year contract
25-year contract, new airport to be built
n.a

40-year concession, started 2006
Acquisition 20%-stake 1998 (already sold 2005)

From the government perspective private involvement
is beneficial as it reduces risk
100% Public Financing

Private lead

Costs

Costs

Estimated
Investment
Costs

Delays

Cost
Overruns

Payment to private sector to cover
fixed and variable costs
(Incl. debt service and equity return)

O&M Cost Overruns
O&M Costs
Construction
Phase

Operation & Maintenance
Phase

Time

Capital and operating costs are paid for by the public sector,
including costs related to cost overruns and late delivery of
the infrastructure.
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Construction
Phase

Operation & Maintenance
Phase

Time

The public sector only pays over the long term once the
infrastructure has been delivered and services are being
provided according to contractual requirements.
The private sector finance the capital costs using equity and
debt with return dependent upon the delivery of the
services (including quality).

Project Finance has recovered from the financial crisis
 2013 regarded as the recovery year post-financial
crisis and after a low 2012: +51% in PF volume, +30%
in PF deal count, and +53% in debt financing
 2014 down 7% in PF volume and deal count on 2013
record high but up 4% in debt financing

Source: Dealogic Project Finance Review – Full Year 2014 / Infrastructure Journal Global Project Finance
Infrastructure Review – Full Year 2013
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Still there are a number of political, economic and even
cultural risks
 Political instability – frequent regime changes and related security issues
 Slow decision making and inconsistent public policies
 Lack of transparency and appetite for negotiated deals
 Willingness to pay – Public unwilling to pay commercial rates for infrastructure services
 Affordability – Limited ability to pay in some countries (low per capita income)

 Over-sized public sectors – Reluctance to address due to unemployment concerns
 Capital markets – mostly under-developed and inexperienced (e.g. short debt maturities,
limited fixed rate local currency bank financing, domestic institutional sources of infrastructure
equity)
 Low infrastructure spending – Historic under investment in infrastructure
 Institutional, legal and regulatory framework – weak or inexistent
12

But risk can be reduced through a number of measures
 Government Support
‐

Successful implementation requires strong Government support from the outset
Coordination with all governmental stakeholders involved (e.g. Line Ministry, MoF, regulatory bodies, etc.) to
obtain timely decisions / approvals Subsidy requirements

‐

In the longer run, creation of a dedicated PPP Unit
If initial Government support can emerge around a specific sector, a dedicated PPP unit later helps to
centralize the process and provides a wider perspective on the PPP program of the country

 Legislative Framework
‐

Establish a sound institutional, legal, and regulatory framework
Adequate dispute resolution mechanisms have to be in place
Eliminate legal uncertainties and impediments to PPPs to attract foreign investors, e.g. clarity on
procurement and approval processes, equal treatment of foreign investors, no sub-contracting restrictions,
property rights on land and assets, repatriation of profits, termination rights, etc.
Eliminate legal uncertainties and impediments to project financing, e.g. possibility to provide sovereign
guarantees, to grant and enforce security interest, etc.

 Appropriate Risk Mitigation
‐

Risks allocated to the party that is best able to manage them

 Affordability
‐
13

Willingness of the end-consumers to pay but also realistic tariffs and subsidy levels
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Commercial aviation growth is strongly correlated with
economic growth and resilient to successive crises
World traffic evolution, since 1960
RPK (trillion)

Passengers (RPKs) and Freight (RTKs) vs Economic Drivers

Source: ICAO, IMF, IATA, ALG
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 The aviation industry has
historically shown great
resilience to crises, having
grown consistently for the last
5 decades at aprox. 5% cagr
 The growth of passenger and
freight traffic is highly
correlated with GDP growth

Air travel is growing and becoming more diverse
geographically...

Source: Boeing current market outlook
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… as the economic growth of developing countries will
underpin future air traffic growth
Air passengers per inhabitant (propensity to fly) vs. per capita GDP
Pax Total/hab vs GDP/pc, 2010

Air pax/ inhabitant (log scale)
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Source: ICAO, IMF, IATA, ALG
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Mature
markets

 There is a clear correlation
between the per capita
income and propensity to
fly, although with variations
among different countries
 All emerging economies are
in the region where small
increases in per capita
income result in significant
improvements in
passengers per inhabitant
 Other factors with strong
influence in the expansion of
aviation are the reduction of
fares, the liberalization of air
transport and the
consequent development of
supply

Comercial airine industry is experiencing record profitability
still net profit margin is reduced and barely cover the cost of
capital

Source: ICAO and IATA
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Airlines are reaping the rewards of the “low” price of oil

Source: EIA
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... Which discounted for inflation is definitely at a
low price

Source: EIA

2020

Industry traffic forecasts showing that passenger
numbers will (still) be increasing fast …

Source: Boeing
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So.. who is investing in airport infrastructure?
Financial institutions

Aiport operators
• Copenhagen Airport

• Macquarie

• Fraport AG

• ABN AMRO Ventures BV

• Schiphol Group

• Caisse des Depots

• AENA

• Deutsche Asset
Management

• Hochtief

• GE Capital

• Vinci Group

• AXA

• TAV

• Aéroports de Paris

• Flughafen Zurich AG
• Singapore Changi
• Vienna Airport
• Malaysia Airports Holding
• TAV Airports Holding
• ADC & HAS
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Contractors

• Citigroup
• Global Infrastructure
Partners
• Goldman Sachs
• Blackstone Investment

• Advent

• Abertis

• Ferrovial
Aeropuertos

• Alterra Partners

Reminder: Private capital is being attracted to invest in airport
infrastructure development for a number of reasons…
 Major objectives leading governments to search for private partnership in airport business:
 Funding infrastructure/ capacity needs by private investments
 Finding financial resources in order to fund other government projects / priorities
 Improving economic performance and level of service by involving an highly experienced airport
operator

 Transferring airport project development risk to a private party
 Specificity of airport business is that the traffic, construction, operations and financing risks are
usually fully transferred to the private partner within the limits of the risk mitigation scheme
provided by the government
 Private partnership solutions may apply to…
 Full airport infrastructures

 Specific airport infrastructures such as passenger terminals, cargo terminals, runways, etc…

24

However... not all airports are targets for privatization

Source: ACI
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… and Increased demand and low cost airlines are driving the
challenges for airports both endogenously and externally
A

B

Changed Airline Behavior
• New business models (e.g.
LCCs)

Changed Passenger Demand

New airport process
models to be
offered to airlines
(incl. handling,
upgraded security
facilities, etc.)

• Network carriers consolidating
under alliances with common
strategies

Operations
to be further
• More aggressive negotiations
restructured to
on landing/handling fees
reach sustainable
cost position (incl. 5
asset utilization and
value-adding
• Competition between hub airports depth/partnering
models)
4
(esp. for connecting traffic)

1

Major
2
Airport
Challenges

• Competition between airport and
other transportation modes (esp.
HST on short-haul)
• Competition from low cost airports
in the same metropolitan area

D

Passenger
interface/servic
es need to be
streamlined +
differentiated

Increased Competition
Source: Booz, HOCHTIEF, ALG
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• Wish for minimum interaction
with airport/airline facilities
(-> convenience)
• Wish for flexible services (esp.
premium clients)
Declining share
of aeronautical
revenues need to
be compensated
by new sources
of revenues

3

Capacity constraints
(bottlenecks) may
shift within airport
value chain

C

• Wish for entertainment,
information, communication
facilities

• Clear regulatory framework for
private operator
• Future Operational constraints
(e.g. noise, environmental)
• Changing Security
requirements

Regulatory/political
Environment

Airport transactions – PPPs, trade sales, IPOs - as a business
solution in the industry only began in the late 80’s…
 Between 1987 and 1995, the number of “privatizations” was limited – only 13 transactions with reduced
transaction values
 Between 1996 and 2001, due to traffic increase, the number of transactions – under various schemes –
increased up to 55 transactions over the period. Transaction values were for the first time above 1 bnUSD,
although dependent on individual transactions

 After 09/11/2001 till 2004, the number of transactions slowed down significantly
USD MM

Deal flow: airport transaction values per year

Source: Credit Suisse, AdPi
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… but despite its sophistication airport transactions are
sensitive to the industry-specific and the wider economic
context
Deal flow: Number of airport transactions above 100mUSD since 2000
USD bn

Financial and
economic crisis

12

10

Sep 2001
9/ 11

10

 2008 onwards the economic
crisis slowed the number
and value of transactions
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2
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0
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N. transactions

Source: Crédit Suisse
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2006

2007

2008

100% equity transfer

 After 2004, boosted by the
debt market and traffic
growth, the number of
transactions increased again

2009

2010

 Since 2008 there were a
number of aborted
transactions: Hochtief
Airports, Madrid and
Barcelona, French regionals,
etc..
 Recovery is taking place in
2012 with processes in
Brazil, Portugal

And recently the market is showing sign of recovery with
some very large deals

Source: PwC
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After investing the private operator still needs to invest according to
the growing demand… (example Brasília masterplan)
BSB Airport Master plan for 2014

BSB Airport Master plan for 2016

Construção píer Norte

Expansão píer Norte

Retrofit Lado AR

Construção píer Sul

BSB Airport Master plan for 2021

BSB Airport Master plan for 2031

Expansão píer Norte

Construção novo TPS
Expansão píer Sul
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Or the future concessionaire needs to assess a troubled asset…
FOR airport infrastructure
Assessment of expansion potential, functional areas

N

▪ Terminal building and apron
can easily be extended in both
directions

▪ Public car parking can be
expanded by building a 2nd
floor and/ or expanding to the
east within airport boundaries

▪ Existing apron can

▪ Military area to be handed over
to civilian control (future
concessionaire)
▪ Could accommodate a large
number of activities: airport city,
aircraft maintenance, new
terminal, remote positions/
parking or the relocated cargo
terminal

accommodate remote
positions/parking

▪ In the middle/ long-term cargo
building to be relocated and
terminal expansion/ satellite to
be built

▪ Land available for future
expansion on same side of runway

▪ Second runway (parallel, or

3131

cross) of very difficult
planning and construction
with high environ. impact

Area to remain under
military control

And comply with four sequential development phases focusing on terminal and
apron growth (FOR example)
FOR infrastructure phasing
Mandatory development phases – terminal, apron and car parking detail
Phase 1 (2019-2020)
Phase 2 (2021-2032)

• Mandatory development phase: completion of terminal
expansion eastwards i.e. “to the right”
• Current terminal to be partially closed and retrofitted

• Mandatory development phase: completion of terminal
expansion westwards i.e. “to the left”
• Current terminal to be reopened

Phase 3 (2033-2041)

Phase 4 (2042-2046)

• Phase dependent on traffic triggers
• Pier extension eastwards and detached from existing
terminal building

• Phase dependent on traffic triggers
• Continuation of pier extension eastwards and relocation of
cargo building

Source: ANAC, FOR due diligence studies
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Which translates into heavy capital investments in the beginning
of the concession phase (FOR example cont.)
FOR development plans
Government due diligence
Concession
start

Phase 4
Phase 3

Phase 1

Phase 2

Total pax numbers are expected to
grow from 6,9 to 27,8 million pax
per year between 2017 and 2046
(aprox. Fourfold increase), a 4,8%
cagr
Phase 1 (2019-20): initial phase,
allows to recover the level of service
“lost” during the first two years of
the concession

Pax
forecast
Mandatory
investment
phase

Terminal
capacity

The mandatory investment phase (Phases 1 + 2)
has no direct relationship with expected
passenger growth, but to the completion of
unfinished terminal expansion works; hence the
gap between terminal capacity and expected
passenger numbers by 2019 and 2021
Source: ANAC, FOR traffic forecast due diligence studies
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Phase 2 (2021-32): to start
immediately after Phase 1 in order
to finalize the original terminal
development plan

Phases 3 and 4 are only likely to take
place when passenger growth
materializes
Phase 4 has little economic rationale
as it takes place close to the end of
the concession period and there is
little time to recover the investment

Phase 3 (2033-41): construction of a
new pier and increase to 23
boarding bridges to comply with
contact stand ratio
Phase 4 (2042-46): increase in pier
size to accommodate 29 boarding
bridges

… and guarantee an acceptable level of service – IATA Level of
Service C - which is monitored on a regular basis
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There is structured way on how to approach an airport
deal from a due diligence perspective
Strategic Evaluation

Business Evaluation
3

1

Evaluate Country
Attractiveness and
Regulatory Environment

2
Simulate Competitive
Dynamics

Assess and Develop
Business Plans and Revenue
Forecasts

4

Assess and Develop
Operational Plans and Cost
Projections

5
Assess Target Development
Plans and Capex Projections

Capability Evaluation
6

Evaluate Target
Operating Model
7
Assess Target
Governance Model
8
Evaluate Capabilities of
Targets Management Team

Transaction Support
11

12

3535

Financial Valuation

Support Legal and Financial Due Diligence Activities

Support Negotiations and Bidding Documents Preparation

9

Identify and Quantify
Potential Synergies
10
Consolidate Financials and
Perform Indicative Valuation

How to turn an airport into a business proposal: Moody’s global
airport rating methodology can be used as a reference for
analyzing an airport business proposition

Source: Moody’s
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Reminder: airports provide diversified sources of
income from non-aeronautical activities
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Airport deals have reached a “new normal” valuation
after the irrationality of the pre financial crisis levels
Deal valuation: UK airport transactions EV/ EBITDA multiple

Source: PwC
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The economic crisis also had an impact on airport valuation:
EBITDA multiples have decreased significantly after 2008
Transaction valuation in large airport acquisition deals (+100 mUSD):
EBITDA multiples and Financial leverage
Transaction Value /
Last Twelve Months EBITDA
35

30,0

27,5

30

26,0

25
20

17,5

18,0
12,5

15

15,0

24,0

15,0

14,0

15x

7,5

10
5
0

Transaction date

2000

2002

2004

2004

Target

AdR

Sydney

Brussels

TBI

Buyer

2005

2005

Copen-hagen Budapest

Southern
Cross
ACDL (Abertis
Leonardo
Macquarle
Macquarle
(Macquarie +
+ AENA)
Hochtief)

BAA

2006

2006

2007

2007

2009

2012

BAA

London City

Exeter

Budapest

Gatwick

ANA

GIP

(?)

ADI (Ferrovial
+ CDPQ +
AIG + GIP
GIC)

Hochtlef +
Regional and
GIC + CDPQ +
city airports
KfW

Transaction value (€m)

2,700

3,150

1,650

1,050

2,600

2,000

23,400

1,100

100

1,950

1,650

3,080

Share (%)
PAX at acquisition (m)

52%

100%

70%

100%

41%

75%

100%

100%

100%

75%

100%

100%

27.1

26.0

15.0

18.0

19.0

7.8

122.7

2.0

1.0

8.2

32.3

30.0 +

Source: HSBC
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Airport valuation: Changing airport financing and more
challenging conditions
Pre-crunch
• Up to 20-30x LTM EBITDA

• 9-13x LTM EBITDA

• 10-14%x EBITDA
• 12-14% IRR
•Up to 100% of RAB (regulated)
or 15x EBITDA (unregulated)
• Junior debt up to 2X EBITDA

• 4-5x EBITDA
• 12-14% IRR
•Up to 80% of RAB (regulated) or
5-8x EBITDA (unregulated)
• Scarce junior debt capacity

Underwritten?

• Yes (backed by securitisation)

• Yes (re-emergence of capacity)

Minimum ICR
(Interest Cover Ratio)

• 1.3-1.5x for senior debt
1.1-1.2x for junior debt

• 1.7-2.0x for senior debt

Maturity

• Up to 7-8 years

• 5 years is now the norm

Repayment

• Bullet and partial cash sweep

Pricing

• Margin of 60-125bps for
senior debt (300-450 bps for
junior)

• More inerous cash sweep
provisions emerging

Transaction value
Equity funding
Debt funding

Source: HSBC, 2010
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Current

• Margin of 150-250bps for senior
debt

Note:
LTM – Last Twelve Months
RAB – Regulated Asset Base
EBITDA – Earning Before Interest Tax Depreciation and Amortization
Bps – basis points (above LIBOR)

Future deal flow varies significantly interms of size and
growth prospects

Source: PwC
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Pipeline Americas
In the Pipeline (+18 months)
Brazil
- Brasilia, Fortaleza,
Florianopoilis, Porto Alegre,
Salvador, Congonhas, Curitiba,
Santos Dumont, Manaus, etc.
Colombia
- Medellin, Bucaramanga, etc.
Paraguay
• Canada
- Asunción
- Toronto, Vancouver, Montreal,
Puerto Rico
Calgary, Edmonton, etc.
- San Juan
• United States
Jamaica
- Los Angeles, Newark,
Westchester, Paine Field
- Kingston
St. Lucia
- Hewanorra
4343

Canada
• National Airports
- recent report by David Emerson,
former Minister of Int’l Trade
and Vancouver Int’l Airport
Authority’s first CEO, suggests
privatization of busiest airports
- options range from outright
sale of lands and assets to
monetizing rent due to federal
gov’t under existing not-forprofit/non-share capital model
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Recently Transacted (… or in the works)
Brazil

São Paulo - Guarulhos, Brasilia, Viracopos, Natal
(various off-mkt transactions to assorted buyers)

Chile
Colombia
Cuba
Ecuador
Honduras

Santiago
Bogota
Havana
Quito
Greenfield

Peru
Bermuda
Dominican
Republic
Jamaica
United States

Cusco
LF Wade
Santo Domingo,
Puerto Plata, etc.
Montego Bay
LaGuardia

Denver
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AdP, VINCI
Opain  Grupo Argos
AdP, Bouygues
Aecon  Odinsa
Inversiones EMCO,
Flughafen Munchen
Corporación America, Andino
Aecon, Canadian Commercial Corp.
Advent  VINCI

Abertis  GAP
Skanska, Vantage

Ferrovial, Saunders

Europe & Africa
In the Pipeline (+18 months)
Bulgaria
- Sofia, Plovdiv
Greece
- Crete-Kastelli
Lithuania
- Vilnius, Kaunas, Palanga
Serbia
- Belgrade
Ghana
- Accra (airport city)
Mozambique
- Nacala
Nigeria
- Abuja, Lagos, Port Harcourt, Kano
Tanzania
- Dar es Salaam
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Recently Transacted (… or in the works)
Avialliance  China Everbright,
Friedmann Pacific
Atlantia, EDF
VINCI, Caisse des Depots,
Predica (Credit Agricole)

Albania

Tirana

France

Nice
Lyon

Germany

Frankfurt-Hahn

Shanghai Yigian Trading

(investor missed initial payment - current status unknown ??)

Greece

14 airports

Fraport, Copelouzos

Spain

Ciudad Real

CR Int’l Airport SL

(conditional on investor maintaining court-ordered pmt schedule)
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United Kingdom London City

Ontario Teachers, Borealis,
AIMCo, Wren House

Rwanda

Mota Engil Engenharia

Kigali-Bugesera

Asia & Oceania
In the Pipeline (+18 months)
•
•
•

•
•
•
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India
- Delhi, Navi-Mumbai, Chennai, Ahmedabad,
Kolkata, Jaipur, Nagpur, Andhra Pradesh
Indonesia
- Yogyakarta, Sepinggan, Kualanamu
Japan
- Fukuoka, Takamatsu, Hokkaido,
Wakkanai, Kushiro, Hakodate, Kobe
Philippines
- Manila, Clark, Bacolod-Silay, Iloilo,
Laguindingan, Davao, New Bohol - Panglao
Thailand
• Jordan
- Krabi, Udon, Thani,
- Aqaba, Marka
Ubon, Ratchathan
• Saudi Arabia
Vietnam
- Riyadh, Jeddah, Dammam, etc.
- Ho Chi Minh,
• United Arab Emirates
An Giang
- Dubai - Al Maktoum (components)

Recently Transacted (… or in the works)
India

Goa-Mopa
Bangalore

GMR
GVK/Zurich  Fairfax

(running into regulatory hurdles with Indian gov’t)

Japan
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Myanmar
Philippines
Vietnam

Kansai/Itami
Sendai
Hanthawaddy
Mactan-Cebu
20 airports

Orix, VINCI
Maeda, Tokyu
JGC, Yongnam, Changi
Megawide, GMR
IPO for 20% stake in ACV ...
152 individual investors

Iran

Mashhad

VINCI (MOU w/ gov’t)

Turkey

Isfahan
Istanbul

Airport Operations Inc.

(greenfield)

(5 Turkish investors)
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Despite the current negative conditions, the increased competition and
the sector’s inherent conditions (good long-term returns) have pushed
EV/EBITDA in acquisitions to higher values than those currently traded
(EV/EBITDA) multiples

20

15

10

32
28

Concessions and direct
sales
Stock listed airports
(IPO)

Recent market
valuations

Unweighted average(1)
8,2x

Unweihted
average 15x

Unweighted
average 8,5x

5

(1) Unweighted average IPO and concession values
(2) LCY: EBITDA estimated by Morgan Stanley in 2006

Long term concessions and trade sales have resulted in higher valuations than IPOs
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Budapest
LCY (2)

Birmingham
East Midlands
Hannover
Belfast
Dusseldorf
Prestwick
Luton
Beijing (ADP)
ACSA
Bristol
Hamburg
Wellington
Canberra
Argentina
Melbourne
Cardiff
Collangaza
SAVE
Brisbane
Darwin AP
Perth
Adelaide

Malaysia
AIA
Vienna
BIAC
CPH
BAA
ADR

Malaysia
AIA
VIE
BIAC
CFH
BAA
ADR

0

A new paradigm is emerging with the increase of private capital in the airport
industry, the loss of exuberance in the markets and the

 Airports are becoming less of singe prized assets and more like traded commodities
 The increased capital needs and the different types of investment “architecture” has

attracted new types of investors e.g. contractors, pension funds
 There is a clear separation between airport managers and investors. For the first
time in the industry you do NOT need to have expertise to own an airport
 The original goal of attracting private capital to build capacity is now becoming
distorted. It is now becoming a cash source for governments in need e.g. Portugal
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Thank You !!
… any questions ??

Modalis Infrastructure Partners Inc.
Suite 404 – 999 Canada Place
Vancouver, British Columbia,
Canada
V6C 3E2

info@modalis.ca
modalis.ca
778-772-5424

Regional Offices:
Sao Paulo, Brazil
Santiago, Chile
Tokyo, Japan

Bringing a world of experience to the airport industry

